OJAI Firmness Adjustable Mattress in a Box Installation Instructions
Dual Firmness Mattress cores. Reversible two sided mattress core with choice of Plush or Firm Support
depending which side of the mattress core is placed facing up.
King & Queen mattress cores are divided into “his and her” two-piece sets offering an
independent choice of firmness to both sleepers. No one compromises.
Full & Twin mattresses cores are one piece.
Mattress cover. 2 part mattress cover system. Both cover components are replaceable and available for
purchase separately.
The removable stretch mattress cover panel is gentle cycle machine washable, but must air dry.
Purchase a Luxurious OPTIONAL Quilted Pillow Top mattress cover for the winter.

Mattress set up:
Mattress cores normally take less than 30 minutes to fully expand depending on temperature and other
factors. Subtle changes will continue to take place during the first two weeks as the foam breaks in.

Open the box. Locate both parts of the mattress cover system consisting of a zippered mattress cover
panel and a zippered sidewall / bottom “bucket” assembly.

Unfold the mattress cover and place the “Bucket” assembly where the mattress will be used when
assembled. Wait to zip on the mattress top panel cover until the foam core is installed.

Your mattress is designed to be used with an adjustable base or a rigid box foundation or on a mattress
platform that is smooth and rigid. We offer a choice of 4”, 8” and 9” tall, heavy duty box foundations for
separate purchase.
This mattress cannot be used with a box spring.
Open and expand the mattress foam core.
Remove the plastic wrap
Carefully open the plastic bag that the foam cores are packed in breaking the air tight seal
Unroll the mattress cores let air in
Let the foam core or core set expand
Remove the plastic bag
REST TEST
Don’t zip up the mattress cover yet. Now each sleeper to should “REST TEST” both sides of the
mattress to determine if Plush or Extra Firm are best for their side of the bed.
Plush/Firm Support = Green-Blue side of the foam mattress core up
Extra/Firm Support = Off-white colored side of the foam mattress core up
Once you reach a decision place the expanded foam mattress core or core set in the bucket with your
choice of firmness facing up on your side of the bed.
Center the cores within the Sidewall/bottom cover bucket assembly. Move the cores around as
necessary and pull the side wall up until you have the same amount of sidewall up all around the
perimeter. This makes the bed look its best.

Be care full when installing the Zippered Stretch Cover Panel
Connect the zippered cover to the bucket and carefully. Pull the cover and the sidewall together ahead
of the zipper slide to take the load off the zipper. As you zip the top panel in on pull the zipper slide out
and away from the foam cores to avoid catching the zipper in the cloth sock. Again, help the zipper by
pulling the cover panel and sidewall together in advance of the zipper slide.
Visit us on line if you have questions. WWW.SterlingSleep.com 714-891-3191 APPF, Inc. 7311 Doig Dr.
Garden Grove, California 92841

